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The ALPHV ransomware group continues to pose a
significant threat to organizations in Nigeria. It is important
for businesses to take proactive steps to protect
themselves.
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The issue of unreported cyber incidents continues into Q3 of
2023 in Nigeria. If organizations and businesses continue to
conceal cyber incidents, it could undermine the digital trust
that society relies on and provide more opportunities for
threat actors to exploit vulnerabilities.

Info stealer malware is a specific type of malware that is
created to extract sensitive information from compromised
systems. Several SOC teams have reported activities relating
to this class of malware targeting organizations in Nigeria.
Additionally, there have been reports on online forums of
credentials being sold on the dark web.

Anonymous Sudan, a threat group noted for causing havoc
by launching DDoS attacks on vital systems and disrupting
digital services has been found to continue their campaign.
This was the case in Nigeria and Kenya, where the
hacktivists targeted key infrastructure recently.

Threat Intelligence Ops has identified and reported
misconfigurations that have caused sensitive data leaks on
critical systems and facilities in Nigeria. Our reports have
played a crucial role in preventing these leaks and
addressing the vulnerabilities, thereby contributing to a safer
cyberspace.
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Nigerian Telecom Company
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ALPHV Ransomware Group Strikes
Again: Major Nigerian Telecom Company
Hit in Latest Attack

In the latest ransomware attack to hit Nigeria, a major player in the telecom industry
has fallen victim to the ALPHV ransomware group. This is the third major Nigerian
company to be hit by the group in just 18 months, following attacks on a gaming
company and an insurance company.

According to reports from Whitehat.NG and the dark web, the ALPHV group had
access to the victim's network for 12 days before exfiltrating critical organizational
data, including personally identifiable information of customers and stakeholders.
The group then encrypted this data and demanded a large ransom from the victim.
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The organization was given an ultimatum to respond to the ransom demand
through negotiation, or the threat actors would start releasing exfiltrated
information to the dark web. Unfortunately, there has been no official statement
from the impacted organization, and it is unclear if notifications have been sent to
affected customers to guard against secondary attacks that may arise from this
incident.

This latest attack highlights the growing threat posed by the ALPHV ransomware
group, which has become a prolific threat actor in Nigeria. Organizations must take
proactive measures to protect their systems and data from these types of attacks.
This includes implementing robust cybersecurity measures, focusing on detection,
active defense, and regular data backups.

It is also important for organizations to have an incident response plan in place,
which outlines the steps to be taken in the event of a cyber-attack. This should
include a clear communication plan, both internally and externally, to ensure that all
stakeholders are kept informed throughout the incident.

In conclusion, the ALPHV ransomware group continues to pose a significant threat to
organizations in Nigeria. It is important for businesses to take proactive steps to
protect themselves from these types of attacks and have an incident response plan
in place to minimize the impact of any potential breach.

https://github.com/ngwhitehat/Nigeria-Cyber-Incidents
https://github.com/ngwhitehat/Nigeria-Cyber-Incidents
https://twitter.com/rbiakpara/status/1680546604443488256
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Sample data  from the darkweb



July 2023

Organizations Breached /
Experienced Ransomware Attack

Critical CVEs Reported

Interesting Highlight

U.S. Ambassador to China Hacked through
Microsoft Exchange email  
Hawaii Community College 
Estonian crypto platform CoinsPaid 
Japan’s Port of Nagoya
NATO investigates alleged data theft
Nickelodeon Data Leak
Razar confirms a data breach
Estée Lauder's network Breach by ALPHV
Major Nigerian Telecom Company

Cisco and VMware Products
Citrix addressing CVE-2023-3519
Adobe  - Adobe ColdFusion

Estonian cryptocurrency payment service provider CoinsPaid reported a
cyber attack in July, resulting in the theft of $37.2 million worth of
cryptocurrency.
VirusTotal issued an apology for a data exposure incident that resulted in
sharing information about over 5,000 of the site's customers online. The
company attributed the leak to human error on the part of one of its
employees.
GitHub revealed a social engineering campaign that specifically targeted
employees of technology firms on their platform. The Lazarus group, an
APT group from North Korea, attempted to gain the trust of users by
proposing collaboration on a shared repository.
Anonymous Sudan hit Kenya’s government with a massive DDOS attack
affecting over 5,000 services. The government confirmed that this affected
the eCitizen portal, used by the public to access over 5,000 government
services.
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-ambassador-to-china-hacked-in-china-linked-spying-operation-f03de3e4?mod=latest_headlines
https://www.hawaii.edu/news/2023/07/26/hawaii-cc-cyber-attack-resolved/
https://coinspaid.com/tpost/0zx28tmj51-coinspaid-is-back-to-processing-after-be
https://coinspaid.com/tpost/0zx28tmj51-coinspaid-is-back-to-processing-after-be
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Technology/Japan-s-biggest-port-Nagoya-hit-by-suspected-cyberattack
https://www.hackread.com/nickelodeon-data-leak-interview-with-ghostytongue/https:/www.hackread.com/nickelodeon-data-leak-interview-with-ghostytongue/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/est-e-lauder-beauty-giant-breached-by-two-ransomware-gangs/
https://coinspaid.com/tpost/0zx28tmj51-coinspaid-is-back-to-processing-after-be
https://blog.virustotal.com/2023/07/apology-and-update-on-recent-accidental.html
https://github.blog/2023-07-18-security-alert-social-engineering-campaign-targets-technology-industry-employees/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-66337573
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Launches Cyberattacks on
Nigeria’s Vital Information
Systems
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On August 1, 2023, Anonymous Sudan announced on their Telegram channel that
they would be launching cyberattacks on Nigeria’s vital information systems. This
announcement was made in response to Nigeria’s participation in ECOWAS’s recent
instructions to the Nigerien military to hand over power to the democratically
elected government of the Niger Republic.

The planned DDoS attack began on August 2nd, with over 100GB of traffic hitting an
ISP. As a result, customers and users of various services experienced a partial
service outage. The attack caused partial downtime for some ISPs, as many
businesses and individuals rely heavily on online services.

Following and prior to the cyberattack launched by Anonymous Sudan on Nigeria’s
vital information systems, the Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) in
Nigeria have taken proactive measures to help organizations protect their systems.

The Nigeria Computer Emergency Response Team (ngCERT), which is located at the
Office of the National Security Adviser (ONSA), and the National Information
Technology Development Agency (NITDA) Computer Emergency Readiness and
Response Team (CERRT) have both released advisories to help organizations during
this period.

The advisories provide guidelines on how organizations can protect their systems
from cyber threats and what to do in case of a cyberattack. They also provide
information on how to report cyber incidents and seek assistance from the relevant
authorities.

The ngCERT advisory includes deploying DDoS protection services where possible.
The NITDA CERRT advisory also emphasizes the need for organizations to educate
their employees on cybersecurity best practices and to implement robust incident
response plans
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Anonymous Sudan Launches
Cyberattacks on Nigeria’s Vital
Information Systems

https://cert.gov.ng/advisories/threat-alert-planned-attacks-on-nations-critical-information-infrastructures-by-anonymous-sudan-hacking-group-against-nigeria
https://twitter.com/NITDANigeria/status/1686772565367291904?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1686772565367291904%7Ctwgr%5Ef92b8b23814d0d5dc3df6b4b2d12d90d7bf502c4%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Ftechcabal.com%2F2023%2F08%2F03%2Fanonymous-sudan-nigeria%2F
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Anonymous Sudan Launches
Cyberattacks on Nigeria’s Vital
Information Systems

The release of these advisories by the CERTs is a step in the right direction towards
enhancing Nigeria’s cybersecurity posture. It is important for organizations to take
these advisories seriously and implement the recommended measures to protect
their systems from cyber threats.

In conclusion, the cyberattack launched by Anonymous Sudan on Nigeria’s vital
information systems highlights the need for organizations to prioritize
cybersecurity. The release of advisories by ngCERT and NITDA CERRT is a welcome
development and demonstrates the government’s commitment to enhancing
Nigeria’s cybersecurity posture. It is crucial for organizations to take proactive
measures to protect their systems and seek assistance from the relevant
authorities in case of a cyber incident.



Anonymous Sudan hit Nigeria’s Cyberspace with a massive DDOS attack
The attack caused partial downtime in some ISPs, as many businesses and
individuals rely heavily on online services.
APT29 (aka Midnight Blizzard, NOBELIUM, Cozy Bear) carried out a social
engineering campaign leveraging Microsoft Teams.
16shop, a phishing-as-a-service (PaaS) platform was brought down by
Interpol.
CloudNordic, a Danish cloud service provider, experienced a ransomware
attack. According to CloudNordic, the attack resulted in the destruction of
customer data stored on their servers, including both primary and
secondary backups.
Kroll announces that personal information related to the bankruptcy cases
of crypto firms BlockFi, FTX, and Genesis was exfiltrated by a threat actor
AI-driven malicious tools emerging on the dark web – FraudGPT, WormGPT

August 2023

Critical CVEs Reported

Interesting Highlight

Prospect Medical Holdings, a major
healthcare services provider 
West Oaks School suffers ransomware 
Poland’s Train Network
Forever 21 disclose data breach
The German Federal Bar (BRAK) Association
Japanese Watch Manufacturer SEIKO
Discord.io breached 

Papercut - CVE-2023-39143 
Mozilla Firefox 
WordPress Elementor Plugin
Juniper Firewall -CVE-2023-36844,
CVE-2023-36847 
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https://blog.cyberplural.com/anonymous-sudan-launches-cyberattacks-on-nigerias-vital-information-systems/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2023/08/02/midnight-blizzard-conducts-targeted-social-engineering-over-microsoft-teams/
https://www.interpol.int/en/News-and-Events/News/2023/Notorious-phishing-platform-shut-down-arrests-in-international-police-operation
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-131a
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-131a
https://therecord.media/hospital-network-facing-cyberattack
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/stanford-university-discloses-data-breach-affecting-phd-applicants/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/stanford-university-discloses-data-breach-affecting-phd-applicants/
https://therecord.media/russian-cybercriminals-target-uk-school
https://tickernews.co/hackers-bring-down-polands-train-network-in-massive-cyber-attack/
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/japans-biggest-port-plans-resume-operations-thursday-after-cyberattack-2023-07-06/
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-64488013
https://grahamcluley.com/blackcat-ransomware-gang-claims-credit-for-seiko-data-breach/
https://stackdiary.com/the-data-of-760000-discord-io-users-was-put-up-for-sale-on-the-darknet/
https://stackdiary.com/the-data-of-760000-discord-io-users-was-put-up-for-sale-on-the-darknet/


Info Stealer Malware
Infests Organizations
in Nigeria
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In recent years, Nigeria has seen a significant increase in cyber-attacks, with
organizations of all sizes and industries falling victim to various forms of malware. One
type of malware that has become increasingly prevalent in Nigeria is the Info stealer
malware.

The Info stealer malware is a type of malware that is designed to steal sensitive
information from infected systems. It can steal a wide range of data, including login
credentials, financial information, and personally identifiable information (PII). Once
the malware has successfully stolen the data, it sends it back to the attacker's
command and control (C&C) server.

Our CTI team has found on the dark web stolen credentials from Nigeria and other
activities related to Info stealer malware listed on different underground forums for
sale. This highlights the growing threat posed by this malware in Nigeria.

Info Stealer Malware Infests
Organizations in Nigeria
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One factor contributing to the prevalence of Info stealer malware in Nigeria is the
lack of or ineffectiveness of cybersecurity awareness among employees. Many
employees are not aware of the risks associated with opening suspicious emails
or clicking on links from unknown sources. This makes them more susceptible to
phishing attacks, which are often used to distribute malware.

Another factor is the lack of robust and effective cybersecurity measures in many
Nigerian organizations. Many businesses do not have adequate and effective
controls in place, making them more vulnerable to targeted and non-targeted
cyber-attacks.

Info Stealer Malware Infests
Organizations in Nigeria

source: X

https://twitter.com/DavidHundeyin/status/1549418961518972930/


The use of cracked operating systems and software has contributed to the high rise
of infection on personal laptops and other mobile devices. Info stealers malware
like Racoon, RedLine, Pony, and Agent Tesla activities have been observed during
proactive monitoring by the SOC Team across industry vertical, as well as incident
response engagement where info stealers malware capability were seen packaged
into ransomware code ahead of the data exfiltration and encryption activities
during ransomware deployment.

A recent report by Group-IB revealed the discovery of a new web-based control
panel called W3LL. This control panel is used by cybercriminals to manage various
types of malware, including banking trojans, ransomware, and information stealers.
The W3LL panel is being offered for sale on the dark web and is marketed as a
"one-stop shop" for managing malware campaigns. The discovery of this control
panel highlights the growing sophistication of cybercriminals and the need for
businesses to take proactive measures to protect their systems and data from
these types of attacks.

To protect against Info stealer malware and other types of malware, organizations
in Nigeria must take proactive measures to improve their cybersecurity posture.
This includes implementing robust and proactive cybersecurity controls that are
risk-based. It also includes providing regular cybersecurity training to employees to
raise awareness of the risks associated with cyber-attacks and how to prevent
them.

In conclusion, the Info stealer malware is a significant threat to organizations in
Nigeria. It is important for businesses to take proactive steps to protect themselves
from these types of attacks
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Info Stealer Malware Infests
Organizations in Nigeria

https://www.group-ib.com/resources/research-hub/w3ll-phishing/


September 2023

Critical CVEs Reported

Interesting Highlight

Government of Nova Scotia
Air Canada’s Internal network breached
Lanka Government Cloud (LGC) - Sri Lanka
Israeli hospital Mayanei HaYeshua
The city of Seville, Spain
Cyberport Network Breach
American Resort, Casino and Hotel chain
MGM 
Auckland University of Technology

VMware vRealize CVE-2023-34039 
Netgear - CVE-2023-41182 and CVE-
2023-41183 
Apple CVE-2023-41061  and CVE-
2023-41064 

The FBI successfully dismantled the long-standing Qakbot (Qbot)
malware operation known as "Duck Hunt," which has been active
since at least 2008.
Trojan (Spyware) was distributed through modified versions of the
Telegram and Signal Android apps, which were made available on
the Play Store.
Microsoft issued a warning about a fresh phishing campaign being
carried out by a group known as Storm-0324. This initial access
broker group employs email-based infection vectors and typically
sells access to ransomware operations such as FIN7. 
The International Criminal Court was targeted in a cyber-attack that
has impacted its information systems.
Greater Manchester Police confirmed that a data breach has
occurred due to a suspected ransomware attack on Digital ID, a
third-party identity card supplier.
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Organizations Breached /
Experienced Ransomware Attack
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https://therecord.media/nova-scotia-all-victims-notified
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/sri-lanka-cert-cc_ransomware-alert-activity-7106895595277074432-S5Ca/
https://therecord.media/israel-hospital-data-leaked-ragnar-locker-ransomware
https://elpais.com/tecnologia/2023-09-06/el-ayuntamiento-de-sevilla-suspende-todos-los-servicios-telematicos-por-un-secuestro-informatico-no-se-negociara.html
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/14/mgm-cyberattack-outage-scattered-spider/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/132991897/hackers-threaten-to-dump-data-stolen-from-auckland-university-of-technology
https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/israels-technion-university-under-ransomware-attack-a-21189
https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/qakbot-malware-disrupted-international-cyber-takedown
https://www.welivesecurity.com/en/eset-research/badbazaar-espionage-tool-targets-android-users-trojanized-signal-telegram-apps/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2023/09/12/malware-distributor-storm-0324-facilitates-ransomware-access/
https://twitter.com/IntlCrimCourt/status/1704118503630872887
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/18/uk-police-officers-data-stolen-cyberattack-digital-id/
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MFA is a necessary security measure for all user accounts, as
passwords alone do not offer full protection anymore.

cyberplural.com

Keep your Vulnerability Management Program current with all the
available patches for the vulnerabilities that were identified in Q2.

Users’ behaviour should be measured and improved by a
cybersecurity awareness program that can enable them to act as a
defensive force for the organization, which should be invested in.

Critical servers and other essential resources should be hardened
and proper network segmentation should be enforced throughout
the enterprise

A plan for incident response and proactive monitoring of the
system are essential to ensure effective detection and handling of
security incidents.
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Breach & attack simulation activities, purple teaming engagement,
and drills can help you discover and resolve gaps in security
control’s effectiveness, people and process in advance of threat
actors
To ensure that the security of data is not jeopardized by any gaps
at any time, all organizations must review their third-party
relationships and contracts on a regular basis.
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We help startups and enterprises create and
manage resilient cybersecurity plans and
implementation across board while they focus
on profit-making and business growth.
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